This paper studies the pricing problem of American options using a nonparametric entropy approach. First, we derive a general expression for recovering the risk-neutral moments of underlying asset return and then incorporate them into the maximum entropy framework as constraints. Second, by solving this constrained entropy problem, we obtain a discrete riskneutral (martingale) distribution as the unique pricing measure. Third, the optimal exercise strategies are achieved via the leastsquares Monte Carlo algorithm and consequently the pricing algorithm of American options is obtained. Finally, we conduct the comparative analysis based on simulations and IBM option contracts. The results demonstrate that this nonparametric entropy approach yields reasonably accurate prices for American options and produces smaller pricing errors compared to other competing methods.
Introduction
According to modern asset pricing theory, the value of any asset can be calculated as the expectation under the riskneutral measure of discounted future cash flows. One of the challenging tasks in applying modern asset pricing theory to value options is to find an appropriate risk-neutral pricing measure. The maximum entropy principle is regarded as a reasonable criterion for determining an appropriate riskneutral pricing measure (see, e.g., Frittelli [1] and Stutzer [2] ) because it maximizes the use of prior knowledge in obtaining the posterior distribution, while being maximally uninformative about missing or unknown information (Jaynes [3] ).
Stutzer [2] is the first to propose a nonparametric entropy valuation method, named the canonical valuation method, for valuing European options. This method does not need to make any preassumption for the underlying asset and relies only upon historical underlying price data. In this nonparametric pricing method, the physical distribution is transformed to a posterior distribution under the principle of the maximum entropy framework by imposing the martingale constraint. Because of the martingale constraint, this posterior distribution can be considered as a riskneutral distribution (RND) of the underlying asset return and is then used to price the European options. The entropy valuation approach relies more on the information contained in market prices and less on normative assumptions. Due to this appealing feature, the entropy pricing method has been extended to price American options. Liu [4] proposed a socalled canonical least-squares Monte Carlo (CLM) method for pricing American options which uses Stutzer's framework to get the canonical distribution as pricing measure and determines the optimal exercise strategy via least-squares Monte Carlo algorithm (Longstaff and Schwartz [5] ). Due to the sole martingale constraint used in CLM method, however, a problem arises if the martingale constraint does not sufficiently restrict the feasible set of measures to enable the entropy pricing measure to be close enough to the correct martingale measure.
Stutzer suggests that adding additional constraints forcing a subset of options to be priced correctly which would shrink the feasible set more tightly around the correct 2 Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society martingale measure. Following this, Alcock and Auerswald [6] incorporate the option price constraint, that is, choosing an option following certain criteria and forcing it to be priced correctly, into the entropy framework, in empirically pricing American options. This extended method utilizes the information individually and only the information contained in that specific option is extracted and incorporated into the entropy framework. Thus, it could only be accurate to price the option with the same characteristics such as the same strike price and the same time to expiration. Therefore, more option price constraints have to be put into the framework in order to incorporate more information for obtaining a better estimate of RND. But it may be computationally impossible due to the well-known problem that Jacobian matrix required in the estimation of the RND (see (12) and (13)) is singular or perhaps ill-conditioned (Agmon et al. [7] and Buchen and Kelly [8] ), as the number of option price constraints increase.
It is well known that option prices contain information about market participants' perceptions of the distribution of the underlying asset 1 . Hence, information from the option market that characterizes the asset return distribution such as volatility, skewness, and kurtosis could also be considered as additional constraints and incorporated into the entropy framework. Indeed the moments can accurately characterize the shape of the underlying distribution, for instance, a normal distribution can be identified using the first-and second-order moments. The mentioned entropybased valuation approaches above ignore the significance of inferring the RND by using more useful information from option data and do not create any informative constraint about the moments of the underlying asset returns.
Due to those described above, this paper introduces an ideally extended entropy method, named the riskneutral moments-constrained entropic least-squares method (RMEL), by incorporating the risk-neutral moments (RNMs) as constraints for pricing American options. It is simple, general, and suitable for pricing most type of options such as path-dependent options. The key component that differentiates the RMEL method to the methods discussed above is the way that the information contained in option markets is exploited and utilized for recovering the risk-neutral pricing measure. As a result, our approach allows us to learn much more about the shape of RND. This proposed RMEL method does not need to impose preassumptions on either the market structure (e.g., completeness) or the process of underlying asset price, further, extracting moments are model-free and forward-looking. In addition, our approach can flexibly deal with the issues of dividends and time-varying interest rates.
Our valuation method proceeds in three stages. First, we estimate the noncentral RNMs of the underlying asset return from a set of American options based on the formulas we derive using a characteristic function. These RNMs not only guarantee the discounted price process of the underlying asset to be a martingale but also take the effects of the volatility smile, as well as the skewness and kurtosis of the asset returns, into account when generating a risk-neutral distribution. Second, we transform the physical distribution to the RND by maximizing the entropy value subject to RNM constraints estimated in the first stage. As there is no closed-form solution, we use the Nelder-Mead simplex numerical method to estimate the RND. We then generate the risk-neutral underlying price paths drawn directly from the estimated RND. Third, the value of American option is calculated by incorporating the least-squares Monte Carlo (LSM) algorithm to determine an optimal exercise strategy and then averaging the discounted expected payoffs along every path. As the generated paths are under the riskneutral measure, the discount rate is the same as the risk-free rate.
We evaluate the usefulness of our method and compare its performance in a number of ways with that of Liu [4] in the same simulation setting, and with that of Liu [4] and Alcock and Auerswald [6] as well as other benchmarks using IBM option contracts. The simulation results suggest that, with simulated returns from geometric Brownian motion (GBM), RMEL approach produces very similar prices for calls and puts as those of Black-Scholes and finite difference and outperforms the method of Liu [4] under the simulated environment. The empirical investigation also demonstrates that our valuation approach generates smaller pricing errors than those of Liu [4] , Alcock and Auerswald [6] , and other benchmark methods for pricing IBM options.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our entropy valuation framework with detailed procedures. Sections 3 and 4 compare our valuation technique with other approaches in a simulated environment and using IBM options, respectively. Section 5 presents our conclusions and remarks.
RNMs-Constrained Entropy Valuation Method
We present the risk-neutral moments-constrained entropic least-squares valuation approach by employing the RNMs constraints under the entropy pricing framework to price American options. First, the RNMs are estimated using a set of call options based on the formulas we derive via a characteristic function. We then replace the single martingale constraint in the entropic pricing framework with the estimated RNMs to generate a better estimate of the RND that takes into account not only the mean of the distribution but also its entire shape. Note that our first and second RNM constraints ensure the martingale property and consider the volatility smile effect. Given the RND, an independent random sample of future underlying returns is drawn to generate risk neutral price paths. Potential exercise points for American options are then determined along every sample path via the LSM algorithm proposed by Longstaff and Schwartz [5] . Finally, option prices are computed as the expectation of the discounted payoffs along the risk-neutral underlying paths. Further details of our approach are discussed in the following sections.
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Recovering RNMs from the Option Market.
To estimate a RND of underlying asset returns more accurately, we incorporate RNMs as constraints into an entropic pricing framework. We recover RNMs from the option market, since it is well established in the literature that the option market contains useful information about the future return distributions of underlying assets 2 . In this way, volatility smile, which is commonly observed from the option market and skewness and excess kurtosis, can be effectively reflected in the estimation of the RND.
We first introduce some notations. Denote the price of the underlying asset at time by . Let the -period asset gross return at time be given by the price relative, , = + / , and let the -period th-order RNM at time , , ( ), be defined as , ( ) = * ([log( , )] ), where the symbol * represents the expectation operator under the risk-neutral probability measure * . Here, can be any appropriate time period such as a day or an hour. A special case is where is the period from time to the option expiration time . In this case of = ( − ), the th-order RNM at time can be expressed as
The relation between
, ( ) and , − ( ) is given in Theorem 3.
According to Bakshi et al. [9] , , − ( ) ( = 1, 2, 3, 4) can be recovered from a set of cross-sectional out-of-themoney (OTM) European options. The following lemma holds.
Lemma 1. Under the martingale pricing measures
* , , − ( ) can be recovered from the market prices of OTM European calls and put as follows.
The ( − )-period th-order RNM , −1 ( ) ( ≥ 2) is given by
where ( ; ) and ( ; ) are the prices of European call and put options at time with expiration time and strike price , is the continuously compounded risk-free interest rate matching time to the option expiration, and is the continuously compounded dividend yield. Both and are annualized and assumed to be constant over time.
Proof. Provided in Appendix A 3 .
Lemma 1 provides formulas to extract the first four moments, which are related to the mean, volatility, skewness, and kurtosis of the risk-neutral return density from a set of OTM European calls and puts. We intend to recover the RNMs using American calls supposed not to be exercised prior to expiration 4 and denote the price of American call option with expiration and strike price by ( ; ); then we have the following. The
The ( − )-period th-order RNM , − ( ) ( ≥ 2) is given by
As a special case, when the American option is written on nondividend-paying asset,
where is the number of the -period intervals from to ; that is, = ( − )/ .
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix B.
The right-hand sides of (5)- (6) show that the RNMs are the integrals of option prices over a range of strike prices [0, ) and [ , ∞) with two singular points 0 and ∞. Given a continuum of strike prices over the intervals, calculating the integrals using a numerical method is straightforward. However, only a finite number of traded options with discrete strike prices are available in a real market. Hence, we employ a more practical and effective curve-fitting method 7 to handle the issue of option availability (see Appendix C.2 for details) and use the trapezoidal numerical method 8 to numerically evaluate the integral (see Appendix C.1).
Recovering the RND within the Entropic Pricing Framework.
To estimate an RND for option valuation, we use the maximum entropy framework with risk-neutral moment constraints. We initially assign equal probabilities to each possible future price (or gross return) of the underlying asset; that is, we assume the prior empirical asset returns are uniformly distributed. In the discrete case, we denote the empirical probability = 1/ , = 1, 2, . . . , , where is the number of return realizations. We then incorporate the constraints of RNMs recovered from options into the entropic pricing framework. The issue of estimating the riskneutral (equivalent martingale) measure * reduces to a constrained optimization problem following the KullbackLeibler information criterion 9 :
where * denotes the risk-neutral (martingale) probability of the underlying asset's gross return from time − ( − + 1) to − ( − ) and −( − +1) , and , ( ) are the RNMs serving Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society 5 as constraints 10 . This valuation framework with RNM constraints subsumes the typical canonical valuation approach (e.g., Stutzer [2] and Liu [4] ). The optimal solution̂ * is given aŝ *
where the Lagrange multiplier vector * = ( * 1 , * 2 , . . . , * ) is obtained by solving the following convex optimization problem 11 :
Risk-Neutral Price Paths and Optimal Exercise Strategy.
With the risk-neutral distribution̂ * = (̂ * 1 ,̂ * 2 , . . . ,̂ * ) given in (12) , the independent random sample of future gross returns can be drawn from the set of historical gross returns. Risk-neutral price paths for the underlying asset are then generated. Specifically, starting with time , each historical return −( − +1) , is associated with a risk-neutral probabilitŷ * ( = 1, 2, . . . , ). Then a sample of returns (̃, ,̃+ , , . . . ,̃+ ( −1) , ), where = ( − )/ , as previously defined, is randomly drawn from the above riskneutral distribution employing the inverse transform method (Brandmiarte [10, pp. 230-232] ). A risk-neutral price path is then generated. We repeat this procedure times and obtain risk-neutral price paths as
wherẽ(
, is the th random sample of the gross return along the th underlying path.
Next, we determine the optimal exercise strategy for each of the risk-neutral paths. This study utilizes the LSM algorithm of Longstaff and Schwartz [5] to determine the optimal strategy for an American option over underlying price paths. Since the LSM algorithm directly uses sample paths simulated under a risk-neutral measure, averaging the payoffs of all paths yields the final payoff of the option.
The LSM algorithm consists of three steps: approximating the holding value, comparing the holding value with the immediate exercise value, and averaging the resulting payoffs of all paths (for full details of the LSM algorithm, see [5] ). The crucial feature of the LSM algorithm lies in estimating the continuously holding value by a linear combination of simple basis functions at each early exercise point along each path. As recommended by Longstaff and Schwartz [5] and Stentoft [11] 12 , the set of Legendre polynomial basis functions {1, 2( / ) − 1, 6( / ) 2 − 6( / ) + 1} is adopted to implement the LSM algorithm in this paper, where is the underlying asset price at potential exercise time , where = + for = 1, 2, . . . , .
Option Pricing Algorithm.
With the optimal exercise strategy for each of the underlying paths, an American call or put option expiring at time with a strike price can be valued as
For a Call,
For a Put,
where
is the optimal exercise time of sample path based on the LSM algorithm. Note that, as described above, the option price is given as the average of the discounted payoff because the set of drawn samples is already risk-neutral.
Simulation Testing
In this section, we test the pricing accuracy of our RMEL method based on simulated data by benchmarking against the methods of Black-Scholes for pricing American calls 13 and Crank-Nicolson finite difference (FD) for pricing American puts. We also investigate the pricing errors of our method and that of Liu [4] (Liu10) 14 . We simulate a sample of daily asset returns from a geometric Brownian motion (GBM) as well as a sample of American call and put options on this asset. With these two samples, we analyze the pricing accuracy with more details specified in the following subsections.
As a proof of concept, for the American calls, the RMEL approach should give the correct results as the Black-Scholes formula does when the underlying price process is modeled by GBM. For the American puts, the prices from RMEL should also be quite close to those from the method of FD. In addition, the RMEL method should work independently of the underlying growth rate in the GBM model.
Initial Setting.
For ease of comparison, the parameters from Liu [4] are used in this simulation as follows. 
Samples of Returns and Options.
We simulate a sample of gross returns in which the underlying asset price is assumed to follow a GBM:
where is the drift term and is the standard Wiener process. Under this assumption, the continuously compounded -year gross return is log-normally distributed and given by
where is standard normal. According to (17) and with the parameter values above, we generate 365 daily gross returns 15 for both the risk-neutral case ( = = 6%) and the unrealistic case of a growth of = 100% and treat them as historical returns of −( − +1) , ( = 1, 2, . . . , ; = 365; = 1 day), as previously defined in Section 2.2.
For the purpose of option valuation, we need a sample of American call and put options for this simulation experiment. To enable comparison, the same options as those in Liu10 with different underlying prices are used here. The value of underlying price varies from 36 to 44 with a 2-point increment (i.e., 36, 38, 40, 42, and 44) and other values of , , , , , and are fixed as those given above. Given that = 0, it is never optimal to exercise an American call early on a nondividend-paying underlying asset. Hence, the value of the above American call options can be calculated using the Black-Scholes formula. For the American puts, we calculate their values using the widelyused Crank-Nicolson FD method using an 800×800 grid. The sample of call and put options is treated as the traded options and their values are considered to be the "true" market prices.
In addition to the above options to be priced, we also need to generate a sample of call options in order to estimate the RNMs. Apparently this sample is different from the sample of calls used above for the valuation purpose. In the simulation experiment, we need to estimate a set of RNMs for each of the options to be valued. Even though the theoretical values of , − ( ) are independent of (see, (19) ), their estimates using option data are a function of (see (5)- (8)). Recall that for the valuation purpose, we take five calls and five puts with different asset prices in the experiment. When the asset prices are different, the estimates of the RNMs may not be exactly the same. Accordingly, we generate eight samples of call options to estimate the RNMs and then the RND for each of the given asset prices. Hence, the options with the given asset price are valued based on their corresponding RND. In each of eight samples for a given asset price, there are four call options being in the money (ITM), that is, their strike prices being lower than the asset price, and four being out of the money (OTM), that is, their strike prices higher. More specifically, the strike prices for asset price 36, 38, 40, 42, and 44 are (16, 22, 28, 34, 
Estimation of RNMs and RNDs.
The mathematical form of the risk-neutral probability distribution̂ * in (12) depends on the number of the RNM constraints , ( ) ( = 0, 1, 2, . . . , ). For example, if is zero, no constraint is imposed and the distribution̂ * is uniform. Under the assumption of GBM,̂ * is normally distributed and can be exactly characterized by its first and second moments. Hence, we use the first two moments as constraints for deriving the RND and only estimate , (1) and , (2) .
We first use the generated 8 call options specified in Section 3.2 to calculate , − (1) and , − (2) based on Corollary 2 and then convert them to , (1) and , (2) according to Theorem 3 as discussed in Section 2.1. Two issues involved in the integrals in Corollary 2 need to be addressed. For any traded option with a specified maturity in the real market, the number of available strike prices (or option prices) is finite. The first issue therefore concerns the limited availability of strike prices (or option prices). To solve this problem, we use a curve-fitting method to generate "implied" options with a range of strike prices. We first calculate implied volatilities using the Black-Scholes formula based on the simulated (or market-available) call options. These implied volatilities are then used to form a fitted function of the volatility surface via the cubic splines method. Given the fitted function of the volatility surface, we can find the required volatilities and plug them into the Black-Scholes formula to obtain the "implied" call option prices. The details are in Appendix C.2. The second issue is the calculation of the integrals on the right hand side of (5) and (6) . A numerical integration is carried out using the trapezoidal method, with the integration intervals split into = 80 equal subintervals. The technical details of calculating the RNMs are given in Appendix C.1 and also outlined in footnotes 7 and 8.
Through the procedure specified above, we use only 8 options that are usually available in a real market 16 to obtain the RNMs ( , (1) and , (2)). We can calculate the true (theoretical) values for the first two moments in a riskneutral world based on the above GBM. As is well-known, the solution for the above GBM in a risk-neutral world is
where is a standard normal random variable. Then the theoretical values, denoted as , − ( )
for the ( − )-period return and , ( )
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Since there are multiple underlying asset prices in the experiment, we extract the RNMs for each underlying price. Table 1 reports the estimates of RNMs and their theoretical values. Table 1 shows that the RNM estimates are nearly the same as their theoretical values. This demonstrates that eight options can effectively capture the shape of distribution of the underlying asset returns. Furthermore, the estimated RNMs are almost indistinguishable for both moments, even though the underlying prices are different. This indicates that the two moments obtained are exactly "risk-neutral" and are not related to the current asset price. It can be seen again from (19) that the RNMs are only determined by interest rate and volatility and not by the underlying asset price.
In addition to the estimated RNMs, we also need to simulate return series following (17) for recovering the RND according to (12) and (13) . In this experiment, we simulate two series of 365 returns; that is, −(365− +1) , ( = 1, 2, . . . , 365) for growth rates of = 6% and 100%, respectively, and other parameters at values of = 40%, − = 1, and = 1/365. Thus, two corresponding RNDs of̂ *
(
1 ,̂ *
2 , . . . ,̂ *
365 ) are recovered.
Pricing Results and Comparison
Analysis. This section first presents the pricing results and then compares them with the "true" values. Tables 2 and 3 report the estimated prices of American calls and puts using the RMEL method and the method of Liu10. Tables 2 and 3 report that the estimated prices of the RMEL method are fairly close to the "true" prices for both growth rates across a range of asset prices, especially for put options. The absolute differences between the RMEL and the Black-Scholes formula are all below 1%; see columns four and six in Table 2 . Even below 0.32% for put options, see columns four and six in Table 3 . It appears that the RMEL method is comparable to the Black-Scholes formula for American calls and to the FD method for American puts. Furthermore, for each price estimate in both growth rates of 6% and 100%, two pricing errors are so small that the difference between two estimates is slight. This finding again illustrates that the RMEL method is actually independent of the growth rate.
Taking the absolute difference between the estimated value from a method and the "true" value as a measure for judging price deviation, the absolute difference from our method is a little bit higher than that from Liu10 for both call and put options when the asset price is 42, as well as for call options with the 6% growth rate when the asset price is 38, but the difference is still slight since the absolute differences are so small. Fortunately and importantly, all the other absolute differences from RMEL are lower and even much smaller than those from Liu10. This suggests that the magnitudes of the pricing error resulting from RMEL method are, overall, smaller than those from Liu10.
In brief, these results indicate that both American calls and puts can be priced rather accurately by our RMEL approach in the simulated market, and this method provides better precision than the method of Liu10. It should also be noted that, there is no discernible relation between the accuracy of pricing and moneyness 17 . 18 , 4430 calls and 4430 put options remain with the time to maturity being 16 to 357 days. The closing price of IBM stock is treated as the underlying price and here the discrete dividends (paid quarterly) are taken into consideration. Depending on the valuation date, the dividend payment dates are assumed to be on August 6, 2008 and November 6, 2008, and the corresponding quarterly dividends are actually $0.5 according to the downloaded data. Table 4 briefly describes the filtered data of IBM calls and puts.
Comparison Based on IBM Option Data
The daily US Treasury yield curve rate from one month to 30 years for each valuation date is used or interpolated linearly for any particular time to maturity as the corresponding continuous, constant risk-free interest rate. The yield curve is obtained directly from the website of the US Department of the Treasury, http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/datachart-center/interest-rates/Pages/default.aspx.
Valuation Methods.
The empirical results for our method indicate that the third and fourth moments are highly linearly dependent of the first two moments. This implies that the third and fourth moments can be expressed as a linear combination of the first two moments. The linear dependence could result in an ill-conditioned problem when solving the optimization problem, that is, (11) . Mathematically, if the matrix [(log ( −( − +1) , ) )] × is not a full rank, the Lagrange multipliers cannot be uniquely determined (Agmon et al. [7] ). Consequently, many risk-neutral probabilities equal zero. This problem actually appears many times while pricing IBM options. Here is an example of options with trading date of July 31, 2008, stock price of $127.98, and time to maturity of 78 days. In the case of three moment constraints, 176 out of 260 calculated risk-neutral probabilities are nonzero; in the case of four moment constraints, only 74 among 260 are nonzero, whereas all the probabilities are positive when using the first two moment constraints. Hence, in our 8 Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society Note: the numbers in the first two columns represent, respectively, asset prices and the corresponding true Black-Scholes prices (as the underlying asset pays no dividend). Columns 3 and 5 report the price estimates with the growth rates of 6% and 100% for the two methods, and each reported value represents an estimate for a particular combination of growth rate and asset price. The values reported in columns 4 and 6 are the corresponding difference between the estimated and the "true" Black-Scholes prices, respectively. The difference is calculated by dividing the estimated price minus the Black-Scholes price by the Black-Scholes price. For both RMEL and Liu10, each reported price estimate is the average of the prices over three independent simulations. In each simulation, 100,000 risk-neutral price paths are generated and each path is divided into = 73 exercise opportunities. Note: the reported numbers in the first two columns represent, respectively, the asset prices and the corresponding "true" prices calculated using the CrankNicolson finite difference (800 × 800 Grid) ( = 0.06). Columns 3 and 5 report the price estimates with the growth rates of 6% and 100% for the two methods. Each reported value represents an estimate of option price for a particular combination of growth rate and asset price. The values reported in Columns 4 and 6 are the corresponding difference between the estimated price and the Crank-Nicolson finite difference prices, respectively. The difference is calculated by dividing the estimated price minus the "true" price of the Crank-Nicolson finite difference by the Crank-Nicolson finite difference price. For both RMEL and Liu10, each price estimate is the average of the values over three independent simulations. Each of the simulations generates 100,000 sample price paths and each path is divided into 73 potential exercise opportunities. Note: the call and put prices here are the midvalues of the bid-ask quotations. Moneyness is defined as the IBM stock closing price divided by the strike price, / , for call options and the strike price divided by the closing price, / , for put options. The time to expiration is measured in days.
empirical investigation, only the first two moment constraints are incorporated into our pricing framework to price IBM options.
The empirical investigation involves four pricing methods. For IBM call options, our RMEL method with two moment constraints, the method of Liu10 without moment constraint, and Alcock and Auerswald [6] (AA10) with option-constraint, and, for IBM puts, the Crank-Nicolson FD (FD). It should be pointed out here that due to the fact that the IBM stock pays discrete dividends, the factor − ( − ) in (3)-(4) would be replaced with (1 − / ) when calculating the RNMs, that is, (7)- (8), where is the present value of dividend payments at time .
For each reported price, three independent Monte Carlo runs are carried out and the resultant prices are averaged as option prices. Each simulation generates 10,000 risk-neutral price paths, with each path made up of one-day gross returns sampled from the risk-neutral measure. The simulated riskneutral stock price for every path on the exdividend date is reduced exactly by the dividend amount, and the previous 260 daily closing prices are used to calculate the historical gross returns. Each path is further divided into a number of potential exercise steps according to the following rule. If the number of days to expiration is less than 50, the size of the step is set to one day; otherwise, the number of days in one step is an integer part of the number of days to expiration divided by 50, while the last step can cover fewer days than the remaining ones. The least-squares algorithm uses the first two terms of the Legendre polynomial plus a constant term, {1, 2( / ) − 1, 6( / ) 2 With regard to the AA10 method, we use the same criteria as those in AA10 to choose an option as the constraint. For pricing a call option, a prior day observed call option with the same strike price and the same expiration is taken, when pricing a put, the preferred constraint is a prior day observed call option with the same expiration date and moneyness closest to 1.0, and if no adequate option can be found on the day prior, the th call option with trading date of and maturity of traded in the previous five days with time to maturity equal to max − ≤ − ( − ) and moneyness closest to 1.0 is chosen as the constraint.
Finally, for the FD method, since the stock grid is fixed in the backward induction of finite difference, the option value on the exdividend date is adjusted downward by using quadratic interpolation to reflect the effect of dividend payments and thus corresponds to the option value for the dividend-adjusted stock price. If the dividend-adjusted stock price is less than the second lowest stock price on the grid, however, the corresponding option value is set to the option value for the lowest stock price in the grid and no interpolation is carried out. In addition, volatility is calculated as the standard deviations of the daily returns multiplied by square root of 252, based on the previous 260 daily IBM stock closing prices. A default grid of one-day time step and a grid of stock price spacing of Δ(ln ) = √ 3 as suggested in Hull [12, pp.443 ] are used.
Empirical Results.
The valuation results are summarized and compared using 12 categories of moneyness and time to expiration. Four levels of moneyness are given as: less than 0.85 (i.e, DOTM), from 0.85 to 1.00 (i.e., OTM), from 1.00 to 1.15 (i.e., in-the-money, ITM), and greater than 1.15 (i.e., DITM). There are three groups of time to expiration: from 16 to 60 days (short term), from 61 to 160 days (medium term), and from 161 to 357 days (long term). In addition, the following frequently-used loss measures are used to analyze the pricing errors: the mean percentage error (MPE), the mean square error (MSE), and the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) 19 . Tables 5 and 6 summarize the pricing results from different valuation methods corresponding to either call or put options, and the number of options is also shown for each category.
Several observations of pricing errors between IBM calls and puts using RMEL method can be made. First, the RMEL pricing error is distributed more evenly for calls; for example, the MAPE is around 15% to 20% over 12 categories for calls, while the MAPE of puts generally decreases dramatically with moneyness. Table 6 shows that the MAPE of RMEL is much less than 10% for the ITM and DITM cases but basically Note: each reported value is for a particular combination of moneyness and time to expiration. Three independent simulations are carried out, while 10,000 underlying price paths are generated in each simulation. The first row reports the number of put options with the corresponding combination of moneyness and time to expiration. The remaining rows show the statistic results of the MPE, RMSE, and MAPE for each combination. The total number of options analyzed is 4430, the lowest moneyness is 40/91.66 = 0.436, the highest moneyness is 155/79.66 = 1.946, and the time to expiration is in between 16 and 357 days.
increases with time to expiration. Second, from Tables 5 and  6 , based on the MPE, IBM calls are overall underpriced by the RMEL method as are IBM puts, with the exception of the case of ITM and short term to expiration. Third, the RMEL method overall outperforms methods of AA10. Table 5 compares IBM calls priced by our methods RMEL, Liu10, and AA10. The method of RMEL shows a negative pricing bias in all combinations of moneyness and time to expiration, whereas Liu10 produces a positive bias when the option is OTM-short or ITM-long and AA10 also has two positive bias in the cases of DITM-short and ITMshort. Second, for each category, the RMEL method performs better than other methods by the important error measure MAPE although the MAPE for the RMEL method is a little bit large (over 10%), for example, the MAPE from the RMEL method is nearly a half that from Liu10 in each category. Third, compared to the method AA10, using the measure MAPE, the errors from RMEL are overall smaller especially when option is OTM or DOTM. Finally, the methods of RMEL and AA10 apparently perform much better than Liu10 because the method of Liu10 has not used any other constraint except the necessary martingale constraint.
For IBM puts, in addition to two methods above, the benchmark valuation method FD here is also compared with RMEL. First, as reported in Table 6 , RMEL method produces a negative bias in 12 categories, with the exception of ITMshort; AA10 exhibit all negative bias; Liu10 has 4 positive bias in the cases of DOTM-long, OTM-long, OTM-medium, and ITM-short; and FD has 4 positive bias for all DITM options and ITM-short options. It is understandable for the methods of RMEL, Liu10, and AA10 to produce negative bias in most of 12 categories since the least-squares algorithm provides lower bounds for American puts. Second, the magnitude of pricing error decreases with moneyness for all methods. Third, FD is fairly accurate and outperforms Liu10 for the ITM-long and DITM-long cases. These results are consistent with market behaviour, since the market seems to have placed a premium on OTM puts ever since the 1987 market crash. Fortunately, RMEL performs much better than FD, even in the cases of ITM-long and DITM-long. In addition, RMEL absolutely dominates Liu10 since Liu10 has no other constraint. Compared to AA10, from the measure MAPE, RMEL outperforms AA10 in all categories. Furthermore, all the MAPE errors from RMEL are below 10% for both the ITM and DITM cases, even reaching 1.589% for DITM-short. For other cases over 10%, it is understandable and acceptable if considering the reasons below, in the IBM option data, the price for DOTM puts is very low and the bid-ask spread is relatively quite large especially for DOTM-short options.
In summary, the empirical results again illustrate that the RMEL method produces much smaller pricing errors than Liu10 and overall outperforms method of AA10 for IBM call options. The RMEL method is more stable for IBM call options from the measure MPE and can effectively estimate call prices with a reasonable pricing error. For IBM puts, the magnitudes of the pricing bias from RMEL and AA10 are much lower than those from both Liu10 and FD methods and RMEL is better than AA10. The RMEL method also produces more accurate values for IBM puts, especially when the put option is ITM or DITM. Empirical analysis suggests that on the whole, RMEL outperforms Liu10, AA10, and FD. Meanwhile, it should be pointed out that the RNM constraints used in RMEL method and the option constraint in AA10 actually contain some more useful information so that both methods greatly outperform the method of Liu10.
Conclusion
This paper introduces an ideally extended RNMs-constrained entropic least-squares valuation method which improves the nonparametric valuation technique to price American options. Our RMEL approach uses the RNMs recovered from a much smaller set of option data as constraints to generate a better estimate of RND as the pricing measure and then incorporates it into tractable Monte Carlo techniques to price American options.
The RNMs in our valuation approach can be estimated using several call options, and we derive the general expression for extracting the RNMs. These RNMs play a significant role in deriving a better RND, owing to their ability for capturing market information without imposing any underlying structural assumption. Compared with other existing entropic valuation methods, this is an outstanding feature for the RMEL method.
With the extracted RNMs as constraints, we establish the RNMs-constrained entropy valuation framework and by solving this RNMs-constrained entropy problem, we obtain a discrete risk-neutral distribution as the unique pricing measure. Finally, the optimal exercise strategies are also achieved via the least-squares Monte Carlo algorithm and consequently the pricing algorithm of American options are obtained.
We evaluate the usefulness of our method and compare its performance in simulation environments in a number of ways with the method of Liu [4] , who extends the canonical valuation to price American options. First, the results of extracting RNMs suggest that our moment estimates match rather well with the theoretical values in simulation experiments. Second, the estimated prices using the RMEL method are fairly close to the "true" prices for American call and put options in the cases of both growth rates. Consistent with the finding of Gray and Newman [13] , all price estimates are less than the "true" prices for both call and put options. But the method of Liu10 method persistently exhibits a positive bias. Furthermore, the price bias of the RMEL method is more stable for two growth rates. By comparing the absolute difference between the estimated and "true" prices, the overall accuracy of our approach is higher than that of Liu10 and particularly dominant in pricing American puts. Finally, it is not unreasonable to imagine that the RMEL method nests the method of Liu10 as special cases. We also empirically test our valuation approach and compare its performance with the methods of Liu10, AA10, and FD using the IBM options data. The results show that the pricing bias by our RMEL approach is lower than that by the method of AA10 for almost all the levels of moneyness and time to maturity, and the methods of RMEL and AA10 largely outperform the Liu10 and FD methods, whether for call options or put options. For IBM calls, the pricing errors of the RMEL method equal nearly half of that of Liu10 and the RMEL method outperforms AA10. With regard to IBM put option valuation, Liu10 performs much better than the FD when the time to maturity is short, whereas the FD outperforms Liu10 across moneyness with long maturity, but their results including those from AA10 are worse than that of RMEL method. Meanwhile, our method significantly dominates Liu10 and FD methods, especially for ITM and DITM; the RMEL method can price put options very well with a rather high accuracy. In brief, all the results suggest again that our approach performs well and much better than some benchmark approaches.
In summary, to generate a better estimate of the riskneutral distribution of the underlying assets for pricing American options, an entropy valuation with moment constraints that can be easily constructed using a small number of options is developed and tested in simulations and with IBM option data. We demonstrate that our method prices American options quite well and outperforms several benchmarks and nonparametric approaches. In principle, the RMEL method can be applied in any other artificial circumstances and real markets due to its ability to effectively capture information in the option market to generate a better estimate of the risk-neutral measure. Also the RMEL approach is applicable to other path-dependent options. Further work is required to investigate the relation between the number of the RNM constraints and pricing accuracy, and another direction is to address the numerical solution problem when more moment constraints are incorporated into the valuation framework.
Appendices

A. Proof of Lemma 1
Let (Ω, , * ) be the probability space over time interval
[ , ] with filtration and let
be the characteristic function of the underlying asset return log( , − ), where log( , − ) ≡ log( / ) and is known at time ; is the imaginary unit under the martingale measure * . We begin with deriving the analytic form of Φ 
B. Proof of Theorem 3
Denote the characteristic functions of the ( − )-period return, log( , − ) = log( / ) and the -period return, log( , ) = log(
and Φ , ( ) = * ( log( , ) ), respectively. Then, by the Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society 13 assumption that the -period returns are independent under the risk-neutral measurê * ,
( )]/ )| =0 , we then have
Repeating the above differentiation procedures, the remaining formulas for , (1), , (2), , (3), and , (4) are immediately obtained.
C. Calculation of Integrals for Moments
where ( ; ) = ( ; ) + − ( − ) − − ( − ) . We only discuss the calculation of the integrals in the first-order moment: ∫ ∞ (1/ 2 ) ( ; ) and Second, a numerical integration method, the trapezoidal rule, is employed to compute the integrals with the first two intervals:
where Δ = ( max − )/ , = + Δ , for ∈ [0, ]. denotes the number of nonoverlapped subintervals of equal length and = 80 in this study 20 . In a similar spirit, the integral with the second subinterval is given as
(C.4) [26] report that option prices exactly reflect market expectations of abnormal or rare future asset market events and return distributions. Jiang and Tian [25] show that the implied volatility simply from OTM European call options subsumes all information contained in Black-Scholes implied volatility and past realized volatility (Chiras and Manaster [29] and Day and Lewis [30] ). 3. Bakshi et al. [9] use a Taylor expansion to obtain the expressions for the first four moments, which can be proved and extended by using the characteristic function instead. 4. In this study, the underlying asset is set to pay no dividend in the simulation experiments and in the empirical section, any IBM call options violating the principle of not exercising early (see footnote 18) are removed. So the call options in both cases cannot be exercised early. 5. In the simulations, = 0. In the empirical investigation, we find that almost all the IBM options satisfy the condition of discrete dividends. 6. Many empirical investigations (e.g., Zivney [31] and Poteshman and Serbin [32] ) show that call options with such low moneyness ( / ) are not being exercised before expiration in most cases. Broadie et al. [33] show empirically that for American calls of OEX 100 index options, most of the early exercises occur during the last few days prior to the expiration month only when the moneyness is close to 1. 7. Note that the idea of fitting option prices is suggested, in particular, by Jiang and Tian [25] , who provide the theoretical bounds on truncation errors. In our study, the interval of integration +∞) ) are valueless. The integrals over the corresponding intervals therefore tend to be zero. For further details, see Appendix C.2.
8. When approximating the integrals using a numerical integration method, two types of Riemann integral sum are utilized. Specifically, Riemann sums of the left endpoints as well as the right endpoints are first calculated, and their average is then used as an approximation of the required integral. In this study, each of the intervals involved in integration is divided into a number (e.g., = 80) of equidistant subintervals (see Appendix C.1 for details).
9. When the empirical distribution is uniform, the Kullback-Leibler information criterion (Kullback and Leibler [34] ) is equivalent to the principle of maximum entropy.
10. Note that −( − +1) , are the historical returns. We recover the RNMs using option data at time and estimate the RND using the -period historical returns starting at time − up to time .
11. In our article, * is calculated via the Nelder-Mead simplex search method by setting the initial value 0 equal to the optimal value * 0 obtained using quasiNewton method. That is, * 0 is first computed via quasiNewton method, by setting initial value to be zero vector and then used as an initial value when calculating * . Theoretically, Nelder-Mead simplex search method is more stable, while the frequently used quasi-Newton method is faster. For discussion about the solution, see Agmon et al. [7] and Mead and Papanicolaou [35] .
12. Note that the asset prices in the basis functions should be normalized by the strike price to avoid numerical scaling issues. Moreover, to balance computational time and precision, Stentoft [11] suggests that the Legendre polynomial family with two or three simple polynomial basis functions seems to work better and is computationally less demanding than other orthogonal polynomial families, such as the Laguerre family proposed by Longstaff and Schwartz [5] .
13. The dividend is not considered here for the impartiality of comparison.
14. In this simulation experiment, we just compare RMEL method with that of Liu [4] which has no other constraint, since the results not reported here show that RMEL method performs similarly to the methods of Alcock and Auerswald [6] . The reason for this might be due to that the simulation setting is based on the GBM process so that theoretically the constraints used in those two methods can determine the same risk-neutral distribution for the underlying asset's return.
15. Here = 365 is used as did in Liu [4] ; we can also choose more than 365. The idea is to use the information as recent as possible. If is too large, for example, over 70,000 historical time series data are required for obtaining the RND in Alcock and Auerswald [6] , practically the data from the real market may be outdated or they may be infeasible to be collected. 19. In this paper, the MPE is calculated by dividing the estimated price minus the "true" price by the "true" price and multiplying by 100. It is then averaged over = 800 independent simulations and is given as (1/ ) ∑ =1 [( estimated − true ) / true ]×100. The MSE is calculated by the mean-squared difference between the estimated price and the "true" price over all the simulations:
The MAPE is calculated by dividing the absolute difference between the estimated price and the "true" price by the "true" price and multiplying by 100. It is then averaged over all the simulations and is given as (1/ ) ∑ =1 (| estimated − true |/ true ) × 100.
A value of
= 80 here is sufficiently large to obtain an accurate approximation of the required integrals (also see Jiang and Tian [25] , for another example). We facilitate a comparison by setting that = 50 and find no significant difference. 21 . Note that the Black-Scholes formula here is merely used as a tool to build a smooth nonlinear relation between volatility and option prices.
